Herbert Rowse Armstrong.
Sir H. Curtis Bennett
there was no packet in it to he seen.      The result was that from
that time Mr. Matthews and Major Armstrong both thought that
the police had found it and were in possession of it; and, believing
that, it is of great importance that day after day, ^week in and
week out,  in the newspaper  reports of the  proceedings  at Hay,
Mr.  Matthews was asking my friend Mr.   Mioklethwait  for the
police to produce a list of what they had taken from Mayfield,
because they were wanting to find out whether tho police had in
fact got this packet or not.     Mr. Matthews thought that they must
have got it, because when he had looked into the drawer upon that
Sunday it was not there; and finally, the list corning along, it is
found that  it  is not shown;  and  so  on the  9th  February  Mr.
Matthews was again at Mayfield, and upon that occasion he found
what had been seen by his clerk before, the garden file which I
suggest to you ought to have been produced here,      On  the 9th
February he goes up, and Mr. Matthews saying to himself, this is
an extraordinary thing; here was I told on the 1st January of the
existence of this; I went to search for it; it wasn't, there; the police
do not produce it; I press and press and press for a list of what
they found; it is not upon the list;  and he again goes to that
drawer, and, instead of doing what he had done before, and what
I suggest the police have done, looking inside it, Mr. Matthews put
his hand right away to the back—and you will find it is not an
easy thing to do—right away to the back of it searching for a
secret drawer, or something of that sort; and right at the back his
fingers came upon paper caught up, the corners caught up.      I
haven't got the drawer here, so I cannot show you how.    Supposing
that is the back of the drawer, the paper caught across there, so
that this was sliding backwards and forwards by the drawer being
pulled backwards and forwards.     He felt that'there; andjhe will
show you how it was caught up.      His clerk was thero. '   They
were dumbfounded; they knew not what to do about this,    I ought
to have told you this, that on the 1st January Mr. Matthews will
tell you not only was he told by Major Armstrong that that packet
was in the drawer, but so important did Mr. Matthews consider it
that he  at once consulted  on  the  1st January  my  friend Mr.
Bpsanquet about it.      On the 9th February it is found.      What
did they do?      It is a very difficult position.      I do not know
whether it is going to be suggested that Mr. Matthews ought to
have gone straight off to the police, defending a man for murder,
and^say, " You have made a pretty bad search here."      lie took
advice, ^and the result of the advice that he took was, that having
left it in the position in which it was, on the 14th February he
took Dr. Ainsley, whom you know better than I do, a gentleman
of repute, took him over with him,  and he  and Dr.   Ainsley
removed that little packet with the blue paper round from the
position at^the back of the drawer; they put it into a tin; they
sealed the tin; brought the tin away; it was opened in the presence
of another doctor, a sample taken out for the purpose of analysis
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